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Front Row (L to R): P. Vernon, D. Ullo, J. Wiley, P. Butler/ K. Marshall, L. Joseph, G. Hayes, C. Covone, P. Roy. Back Row (L to R): T. Cortizas, C.
Hampton, D. Person, P. Baginske, M. Ackerman, G. Welton, J. Raymond, H. Pollard, J. Ford, J. Grant, M. Garvanian, T. McDonnel, J. McEvoy, C.


















Pictured L to R: Pete Allport, Jim Hanlon, Randy Gerber, Rolf Bonnell, Coach Norm Copeland. Row 2: Rich Sherman, Brian Morrissey, Dave




Pictured: Front (L to R): Danielle Doud, Diane Sawyer, Joni Holzchik, Beth Ann Fine, Jennifer Quinn. Back: Cinny Mack, Coach, Lisa Dunner, Lia




Pictured: [L to R): Dan Zinn, John Paschetto, Mark Beckwith. Andy Kiefer, Phil Busnack, Phil Jaffe, Mark Hollfelder, John Burns, Craig Briggs, Dave






Pictured (L to R): Front: Larry Garner, Jim Schoeck, Scott Kinney, Theo McWhite (Co-captain), Glen Stambaugh (Co-captain), Bubba Cooper,
Andrew Hungerford. Back: Kyle Rich (Asst. Coach), Dave Wiesenhahn, Donny Scheel, Chuck Fredrick, Jimmy Silcott, Greg Hahn, Tom Klusman









Pictured: Front (L to Rl: Kim Aylward, Linda Turnbull, Cynthia Blocker, Stephanie Glance, Dahlie Dawson, Rhonda Vasquez. Back: Cindy









Pictured: Front Row: Greg Stake, Mark LaFontaine, Mark Eckert, Shawn Pender, Todd Barton, Steve Altier, Tony Taylor, Lew Temple, John Partin.
Second Row: David Baad, John Lovell, Bob Walsh, Dave McCoy, Eric Boiling, Scott Siegel, Dick Dvorak, Ted Brovitz. Third Row: Glenn Sherlock






















What's that you said?
Elaine — Do you promise to uphold the high ideals of . . . Can you stand still for just a second? Kim — A good man is hard to find, but a hard
man is a good find — Right??!! Lynn — I drink, I get drunk, I fall down. No Problem!! We figured out how you stay slim — you run to Dunkin'
Donuts! Eloise — I want my MTV, and I want it now! Susan T. — It's not easy being me, so just get out of my way. Judy — I just don't care
anymore, no matter what I said! Grey — Too many men, not enough time — like totally, Ya Know! Jennifer — Long distance, the next best
thing to being there. Dale — I want a new drug, one that does what it should! Carol — Admit it, I'm always right. Tim is heading west, will you
survive the trip? Jackie — I am the person your mother warned you about or Punk Princess goes to Russia. Carol-Anne and Sherry — the
mouseketeers come to Rollins. Melanie — Do you really want to hurt me, B.G.? Colette — the ant invasion, do they wear plaid boxers, too?
Patty — Following in her Big sis's steps — long distance love — the only way to go. Ellen — Let's check those contents. How are they at U.C.F.?
Stephanie — hey dudes, where's the Party?? Only 75c left before Winter Term?? Kathy — Pulled us together and got us going! Trish — It's
cool, I can handle it! Shelly — Sit on my face — do they say that in New York? Laurie — Rollins is providing a strong academic education —
what's Embry-Riddle providing? Dana — She's found a friend at Pinehurst that seems to be taking up all her time! — That is the time that's not
spending pounding rope. Terzah — lost her cherries on the grass-pretty funny huh? Dee — When you gotta go, you just gotta go. Caroline —
She's back from the land down under — nice beaches huh? Jenny L. — Making the scene at Park Ave. Disco — What a partier! Tami — The
"absent" minded Phi. Sue G. — Our Haagen Dazs connection, with an english accent By George. Wendy — Alabama is #1, are you sure
you're not from Alabama. Louise — long distance Phi. Sherry O. — "Pseudo-Phi" Karen — Receiving honors in her major — Carlos, JT, and
other foreign affairs. Lynne — Making a scene at Mouseland. Yvonne — Our newest swamp rat can be found at the Fine Arts House with you
know who!! Laura — the newest edition to the Phi family has learned that Grey's room is better off left alone!
1, Trish Patterson 2. Yvonne Fajardo 3. Terzah Horton 4. Kathy
Kalmura 5. Karen Chamberlain 6. Grey Sauires 7. Shelly
Kirschner 8. Dale Seigal 9. Susan Goss 10. Ellen Hyslope 11.
Melanie Moody 12. Laura Stewart 13. Patty Hamilton 14.
Carol-Anne Boler 15. Judy Jones 16. Sherri Betros 17.
Stephanie Woods 18. Susan Toth 19. Elaine Pysiewski 20.
Dana Ballinger 21. Colette DeMayo 22. Lynne Wick 23. Lynn
Warmack 24. Laurie Gorman 25. Wendy Pombrio 26. Jenny
Lowe 27. Kim Naleway 28. Carol Reitz 29. Jackie Miller 30.
Carolina Mejia
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Another year has come and gone but Chi-O memories go on and on. Sometimes we laugh, sometimes we cry, but Chi Oemgas will never die
Janie Dee — Are you having an affair with the Domino's man?
Duffy — What's it like living in a fire hazard? Hot or what?
Kafhleen — What's it like having a man in your room? We at the house want to know.
Harriet — Glad you stuck around. How does the ten year plan sound?
Silar — the Chi-O calorie counter.
Karin — We're curious — have you been able to get the "ZIPPER" down yet?
Barrie — We've always heard three's a crowd, but we think you can handle it.
SPUNK — Riding high in the senior saddle.
V.A. — Just when we think the barrels run dry, you find another one that catches your eye.
Darryl — an officer and a gentleman — was it a fantasy come true?
Sue Bell — too bad the man wasn't as "hot" as the teddy!
Jackie & Nancy's Patio Bar — the whispering is over!
Pam — the sweetest Chi-O phantom ever!
Lisa O. — We hear you're planning on '86 — Hope we all get invited!
Debbie — You're supposed to be a wild woman your freshman year — not your junior year!
Maria C. — are you looking forward to the "mysty" days ahead?
Suzie Q. — Still together with your beau back home — we hear you struck it rich again.
Sara — THE MORE PHI-DELTS THE MERRIER; WHO'S YOUR NEXT CONQUEST?
Sissy — Does the tree know about the time you fell in the lake?
Maryann — We're glad to see you up and around after being "Down Under" for so long!
Randi — We're happy to see that 8 classes haven't faded you!
Beth & Jen — the basement has ears and everybody has heard.
Maria Q. — Have you found a casual comer with your man?
Debbie — From punks to models to preppys — Variety is the spice of liffe.
Lla — Swanger or bust — Good Luck as Prez.
Jen — the Buck stops here — you hope.
Tracy — Napsack — Don't leave home without it.
Sheena — Who are you really going to Jacksonville to visit?
Laura — Who said bigger is better!
Wendy — It's 11 :00 p.m. — Do you know where your POSSE is?
Marsha — Chi Omegas shinning star
Burt — See Beth run, Run Beth Run!
Scotty — Mama Roof — Hey what's happenin'.
J.B. — Can we talk? or are you headed towards the lake?
Virginia — Never takes her dancin' shoes off!
J.w. — Do you ever think of anything else?
Cary — We here you're horsin' around with more than Ocean Rover these days9
Stephanie — A picture's worth 1 ,000 words do you agree?
Trish — How about those SAE's!
Shelly — She left her heart in South Africa.
CB, SC — Phone Home! The Chi-o's miss you.
Lisa C. — Good Luck at Vanderbilt and take care of Gary!
To our pledges in the class of '83, we'd like to say we think you're mighty sneak-y. Strippers at 3 and breakfast at 7. Don't you know naughty
pledges don't go to heaven! But you made it through, you passed the test. All because Chi-O's the best!
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1. Randi Greenberg 2. Lisa Culbreath 3. Stephanie Chapman 4.
Julie Hampton 5. Barry Houston 6. Scotty Roof 7. Beth D'Albora 8.
Marcia Ballard 9. Nancy Brown 10. Jackie Peebles 11. Stephanie
Fetrow 12. Debbie Field 13. Sharon Bonness 14. Stephanie
Mauceri 15. Lindsey McGlennon 16. Virginia Averette 17. Sarah
Abplanalp 18. Maria Quinnones 19. Pam Johnson 20. Kim Riley
21. Anne Curd 22. Mary Rogers 23. Debbie Packer 24. Sheena
Goldblatt 25. Karen Johnston 27. Tracy Hollinger 28. Tryna
Nicholson 30. Kristina Lake 31. Laura Bennett 32. Julie Blanchard
33. Simone Zoller 34. Harriett Rodgers 35. Beth Allen 36. Amy
Greive 37. Janie Waltrip 38. Diane Sawyer 39. Laurin Matthews
40. Julie 41. Lia Baker 42. Jennifer Quinn 43. Debbie Bada-
lamenti 44. Paula Rehfeld 45. Tammy Kosack 46. Katy Sullivan
47. Laura Wasowicz 48. Maria Cannon 49. Marka McLaughlin
50. Mandy Hand 51. Donna Bourbonnais 52. Julie Whiteleather
53. Donna Rollins 54. Laura Thomson 55. Jennifer Goldberg 56.
Sue Bremer 57. Wendy Beerbower 58. Sara Kettler 59. Jennifer
Silar 60. Sue 61. Jennfier Fisher 62. Kathleen McKay 63. Trish
Coomesx 64. Darryl Hunter 65. Chris Newton 66. Virginia



















Come with us and join the Thetas for a walk on the wild side . . . "Up the Ave." . . . Jan's been missing at the unknown STORRe on Park Ave.
Christy D. — she came out of the Parisian needing more than her clothes clean. Kathy S. — supplies the Power & Light place their energy.
Emily G. — can be frepuently seen eating out at the Golden Greek. Avery — is at Super SAM getting her money's worth. Patti C. — is up at
Merrill Lynch withdrawing all her stock in ICA to lay it on the line with JIM. Nancy P. — it took her 3 years before she registered for day classes
because she's been registering for silver awaiting TIMMY. J.T. — is at the photo shop having her picture taken . . . #10976 please turn your head
. . . Robin — CHRIS T. bought you a new pair of stockings at LilyAn's. Allison — do you know the Power House 21 calorie cookies really have
165 calories. Mary — withdraws her BILLS from Comebank, Tanya — you must have taken a wrong turn because you ended up at Park Ave.
Disco. Carolyn — since you've bounced your checks at Bestway you must go to 7-11 to get you TallBoys. The only stopping Jen H. does on
Park Ave. is to ask for directions to the Mall. Brenda can be seen at Goodlife's disco saying, "yo Jerry off by boobs." Lynne — has never made
it to the Ave. because she has her butt superglued to the right corner of the couch. Chris B. — we just can't get her out of KeyWes fashions. You
can find Trish at East India because she needs a different flavor every night. Pam W. — walks into Rudolph's Jewelry tells the manicane "Hi,
how are you, you look nice," and then orders the biggest Perl. Kit W. — seen at Mark, Fore and Striking the Chi Psi house. Pippa B. — we'll see
her work at the art festival each spring. Laurie S. — went to Orvis, bought a net, caught "THE CLAM" and tried her. Theatre on the Park will be
showing "Fun with Pami's JIM". Jeanne H. — Couldn't give it From The Heart because she didn't have the balls. Inky — found at Match Point
playing with CHAMP. Bette — behops down the ave. Ellie C. — is at the new record place still chasing "MICK". Cindy P. — can't be found up
the ave. because she's too busy being cheek-to-cheek. Libby — goes club-to-club but when she plays it by ear she ends up at Decades.
Smithereens — goes up the Little Prof, to get a book on "Peter, Peter, the Pumpkin Eater." Ashley G. and Mimi were celebrating their soccer
victory by buying premium champagne from 7-11 and ending with the wrong side up in the bushes. Janice, I mean Lauren, is seen at
Jacob-son's buying new "Rage". Lauren I mean, Janice, is buying a new pin at U-Coin for the next candlelight. Dede S. is at the market buying
Georgia Peaches. P.S. JOHN says hi. Cindy S. — instead of buying hot dogs at Bestway she's getting horn dogs. Emily O. is seen at Yuki's tailor
hemming her mini-skirt. Kinks is changing her togs from the Halloween hookery for T.J. Diana H. is at the ski shop waiting for the Argentine snow.
Cynthia P. is seen kissing crayons at Cottrell's. Stephanie G. is booking her next flight to St. Augustine with DEAN her personal agent at Winter
Park Travel. Andrea is taking her Rudi's Mercedes to Barnett to open her Swiss Bank Account. Sarah S. — would have walked down the
avenue but she just "couldn't remember" where it was. Dene — one night when you're on the prowl maybe you'll end up in Paradise Alley.
Dede — looks for the spice of life at Crabtree and Evelyn even though its not as big as London's branch.
A special thanks to the bars along the avenue — We hope you're prepared for our new and great pledges. They will keep you as busy if not







Jennifer Powers 2. Pamela Hadden 3. Sue Pritchard 4. Mimi
Brynell 5. Brooke Duffy 6. Tina Flood 7. Kathy Surpless 8. Alena
Martin 9. Diana Hart 10. Stephanie Morocco 11. Lee Soufley
12. Beth Long 13. Henderson Everett 14. Tracy Borgert 15.
Brycie Pittenger 16. Libby Schaaf 17. Lisa Healey 18. Lauren
Cravens 19. ETisa Engel 20. Pam Weiss 21. Avery Nickerson 22.
Mary Russo 23. Patti Cassato 24. Inky Olson 25. Hilary Ward
26. Kelly Cline 27. Trish Bruno 28. Liza Rowlings 29. Lynne
Alves 30. Roslyn Tulin 31. Meg Tamoney 32. Liza Hauske 33.
Dene Hillinger 24. Robin Jones 35. Amy Teets 36. Ashley
Grant 37. Natalee Buchanan 38. Nancy Prant 39. Jeanne
Mapel 40. Cindy Schwartz 41 . Dede Seay 42. Pippa Boyd 43.
Carolyn Cornell 44. Brenda Tamburo 45. Laurie Sinclair 46.
Tanya Labs 47. Jennifer Sutton 48. Lin Tyler 49. Melissa Gimer
50. Ashley Smither 51. Mimi McNamara 52. Stephanie Grant
53. Cynthia Piro 54. Treanne Michel 55. Brooke Hyde 56.
Carol Becker 57. Julie Twyman 58 Nanette Wright 59. Janice



















Raybans and lawn chairs; we're keeping the KAPPA tradition, but since last year's seniors we've had a few more additions.
Jo & Ruth — we're glad to see you are finally cool.
Margaret has been PARKED for 2 years.
Kirsten, Q-Tip, Bubblebutt — Let's just leave it at that.
Kim is fantastic when dancing spastic. Made any calls lately?
Julie and the Boy next door is there even something more.
PIFI — thanks for finally making Jo & Ruth Cool.
Maybe in a few years we'll lose our MaryBeth accent.
Robin, whad did Santa give you for Christmas.
Smurf — Our Orlando Bush Babie.
George — the grinch needs dome inches.
Vivi — Pogie Mama — Do you wanna wanna?
Kathy Z. — How's your luck with Chuck?
Jeanne Jeanne's dancin' machine.
Alexis Payne — Who?
Iris Lopez — 6Que Pasa?
Ellen Russell — you theta slut.
Maura has been missed terribly.
Tammy D. !Que gilipollas eres!
Lisa Boudreau — Squig Ep. Mama.
Sharon McElwee — Five dollar fine; no money — no pictures!
Tori — was that a ten on that X-Mas smack from Ack?
Carolyn Bondurant — Carolyn Bong-urant, we hear your connection is Mushroom Meade.
Mollie — Are you keeping the SigEps busy?
Billings — Thank-god you dusted your cobwebs.
Denise — was John your savior at the Temple?
Amy & MaryBeth — Remember we love you and hang in there!!
Mimi the hugging machine, we have heard you have been off the MARK.
Beth — has MARSHALL satisfied your manhunt?
Maria — heard once you go black you never go back.
Tracy — Point of Interest!
Kristen — Heard Peter is taking the back seat to Jim Fix.
Dana — How about that PETER.
Alex — Were you exempt from P.E., since you are so good at Marshall Arts?
Liz — Heard you really faked Jake out with those cooking lessons.
Kristi — You seabound B.J. monster.
Sharon — Does Stuart like the way you RIDEM' COWBOY?!
Justine — Find any X-Mas candy snatchers? Try 3rd floor.
Smashly — How does it feel to be sobber?
Sue — We do like those bobby socks, we do! we do!
Karen — Did you get any early CHRIStmas presents?
Alex — How is it on cloud nine?
Elizabeth — ARE YOU HURTIN' FOR EURTON?
Marge, heard you been SWATTEN. Have you gotten anything?
Kristi W. — How is Vienna sausage9
Linda — Coke skit was a hit, but your budgeting turned out like shit.
Lynn — weookeoh, what do you do with those IBM typewriters?
Judy — were thece any eruptions on MT. ALTEIR?
Barb — did everyone pass the final?
Beth & Stacy you are never on the scene, you are such party queens.
Last but not least our pledge class who are the best from all the rest, And here's a toast to those who support us . . Dave Lord — where's our
oven, curtains, cabinets, and carpet9 Susie Thompson — we thought you were a real Hitler, but we have found out that you are a real KAPPA.
A special thanks go to all our Alums! Remember, Remember: Give us WHISKEY, GIN OR RYE, we'll BE KAPPAS TILL WE DIE!
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1. Ellen Russell 2. Vivi Cochrane 3. SueBabos4. Beth Ann Fine
5. Mary Dineen 6. Elizabeth Bleke 7. Betsy Case 8. Wendy
Hirschberg 9. Dana Peterson 10. Ames Spence 11. Alex Pea-
body 12. Melissa Greenwood 13. Meredith Christian 14. Anne
Batchelder 15. Ashlie Coffie 16. Kirsten Suder 17. Fifi Max 18.
Karen Hanson 19. Tori Mutch 20. Raa Adi 21. Linda Harper 22.
Catherine Cassel 23. Judy McEvoy 24. Kristi Anderson 25. Kim
Bistrian 26. Carolyn Bondurant 27. Julie Larsen 28. Tracy Kuller
29. Joanne Eichron 30. Maria Kolettis 31. Denise Dorsey 32.
Georgina Overall 33. Amy Harper 34. Margaret Salmon 35.
Jo Day 36. Martha Mora 37. Robin Auger 38. Ruth Bice 39.
Margaret Genovese 40. Barbara Hewitt 41 . Ann Griffith 42.
Sara Taylor 43. Billings Day 44. Beth Jones 45. Dahlie Dawson
46. Kristen Marko
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NCM — (eN-Cee-eM) — non compis mentis — not of sound mind.
Once upon a time, 25 partiers found themselves on Rollins campus wondering what to do — they saw the other sororities and decided to start
one too . .
.
Where to begin? We'll start with the seniors cause they're the first to go, they've Peen here the longest and done the most Plow. On top of the
list is our pres., Rho, oh no, not Rho, Put here we go. She's Peen through the Pands, the vans and the hands Put at late night kegs she always
stands. Next there is Laurie and oh what a story. Tim Pecame wed and Scott could Pe dead, alot more could Pe said Put we'd run out of lead.
Now we have Dawn who some call Fawn. While prancing through the woods looking for the goods ran into some stormy weather, Stormy was
young Put so were the others I guess Fawn just want to Pe a mother. Next we have Ray, what can we say, we got rid of Bruce, hooray, hooray.
Now she's alone, sitting by the phone and when it rings she starts to sing, Put, unfortunately, it's the same old thing. Same old things remind us of
our friend next door — Blair and RoP, oh what a Pore — Come on Blair have some fun cause knowing all leaves the imagination none. Next
Marci Tex who gets no sex except for Bill her sole reason for the pill. Now Jen Williams who took a turn for the worst from Pooks and T V. to an
uncontrollaPle thirst. As you can see our seniors are fun, we'll miss them all dearly each and every one.
Still hanging out working on year 3 we have our juniors, let's Pegm with Bexley — Jen's our memPer from Tampa town, alias pogey women
when Jeff's around. What we want to know while she lives in sin, is it Pedspnngs or drums that cave the floor in? Pixy's major keeps her working
alot. Put when she's not the girl is hot. Well Mary we all make mistakes, please watch out for those lizards and snakes. She may seem quiet and
she may seem shy Put we all know that's a lie cause when he's around, his name is Lee, Jen Walsh is foot loose and fancy free. Stacia's our
resident jetsetter, Put since last year she's Pehaved much better. She travels alot so its said, but people everywhere ask if its red, Lon Z never
gets any sex cause her man lives far away in Texas.
Sophomores are next in line, this may take a little time. Our Puddy Stace is going to Pace Put that's a facade she'g going to Todd. Suzanne's
Pram must have softened from all those chem. Pottles, cause now she's going after models. Cheryl is quiet Put she likes to play — she's up all
night anq sleeps all Pay. A qrink for Audrey always comes in handy that sums her up — alcohol and Randy. Tracey T. we never see. She up
and left us for Kenny. Sarah on the other hand can't find a man she wants to land. Bonzo parties day and night, Put when Jim's around
everything's all right.
Now last Put not least, our 5 new friends and after them our story ends — Tina, Betsey, Patti, Mimi, and Alison — they're all wild and crazy and
lots of fun. They're learning quick to Pe NCM — a group of hell PaPes lucky for them!
Next just a final note anP on this you may quote — NCM we're prouP anq few Put there's nothing Petter than the pink anp blue.
l£l NOT OmaMTiTY
1. Rhona Sugarman [Pres.] 3. Pixy Kohli 4, Tracy Testemnan 5.
Lori Scheffel 6. Raycliffe Cronin 7. Audrey Butz 8, Sarah Stout
9. Marci Tex 10. Jennifer Bexley 13. Lori Zappala 14. Blair
Silliman 16. Bonnie Duncan 17. Suzanne Gabriel 18. Particia





U We'd like you to know about each of us, we won't make too big of afuss.We're a special group as you will see, as a PHI MU is what every girl
dreams to be.
The people that you're going to read about, are definitely PHI MUS
there is no doubt.
MOLLY we hear you like volleyball, along with hanging beavers, and
lots of phone calls.
KIM gone for a semester far, far, away, now she's back and will
continue to play.
BDOBIN you pig murderer you, you're lucky that Peglet didn't decide to
sue.
MB you're one of our talented sisters, of date, will dancing, singing, and
Holden be your fate?
GIGI we know that you like to dance a lot, you must have taught Mike
the Sidestep when all got caught.
ANNA a sister we scarcely see, practicing your golf? That has to be.
THERESA our basement hermit you've become, you found a room in
the house, your not dumb!
JEN so you're afraid of things that go bump in the night? When you're
asleep does Baa keep away your fright?
GARF our sister alias Sue, Lately we hear that golf makes you blue.
CAROLYN you have a guest named Brian, He's been here since
September, no lyin'.
WOODY, what are you up to since we saw you last? What about
Chem. and Psych? What you passed!
SAM now that you have your man. What do you and Bart have
planned?
VIP didn't you just go shopping and buy something new? Now, I bet
we'll see it at Park Avenue!
SANDY R. It's 9:00, so let's watch M*A*S*H, Hit the Croc, develop the
hiccups, and blew all her cash.
NANCY, Our Chi-Chi's waitress is always good, But when at Park Ave,
go for it — you should!
Hey KATE and Randy, the enduring pair. Will love go on or do you
dare?
Yo, BUSCH BABY, go for it all, with your laugh, we all have a ball.
Hey MUGS, we always hear your screams from 3 to 4, we're glad it's
only an hour, we couldn't stand much more.
JILL how did you come by the name Pins? I bet it was from all your
childhood sins!
Hey SUSI, please don't stay away, we like to see you dancing like on
Pledge Saturday.
KAREN so you direct all ten new Phis, when they pull the pranks, you
supply the alibis.
KATHY after a night with a tilt, why, the day after is your face filled with
guilt?
SPANKY it seems after your nights of boozing, you've given your body
quite a bruising.
LIL LUSH on the SS SMURFBOAT sailing away, who'll be the captain of
this ship anyway, EH?
QUE SERA SERA coming home with too much alcohol in the head, hit
the roof when she looked under her bed.
JOANN why is it any Army man you last, and how come it's always
Denny's or bust?
LILIANA you take care of all the dough, 'Another bill. Please no!"
NAGY had a ticket for the ride, but instead watched GATOR from the
side.
PEGGY you keep your room rather cold, I guess that's a sign you're
getting old!
KY you're one of the quiet ones, but "Oh my God" you so much
fun!
Don't worry PLEDGES we didn't forget you, without you guys what would
we do?
This year has come and gone so fast, and PHI MUS are here and you
can bet we'll last.
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1. Nancy Cotton 2. Gigi Goldstein 3. Robin Bradford 4. Becky
Bradner 5.Karen Woodis 6. Leslie Henry 7. Sam Davis 8. Sanay
Brown 9. Jennifer Gore 10. Mary Beth Morgan 11, Jill Hol-
lingsworth 12. Octavia Loyd 13. Janet Bessmer 14. Melissa
Beem 15. Cathy Gillon 16. Sandy Rosevear 17. Kim Young 18.
Margaret Mahfood 19. Debbie Davison 20. Theresa Bender
21. Anne Larson 22. Carol Ray 24. Kathy Doll 25. Andrea
Aberle 26. JoAnn Gratz 27. Lilliana Holguin 28. Susan Gurtis
29. Sherry Johnston 30. Karen Russell 31. Kristen Gross 32.
Denise Sandberg 33. Shawn Edwards 34. Susie Dring 35.
Suzanne Gelfand 36. Cheryl Long 37. Rebecca Noyes 38.
Sandy Boothby 39. Debbie Milon 40. Kate Laire 41. Shannon
Atkins 42. Pam Chase 43. Stacey Blattner 44. Carolyn Pitt 45.
Sharon Christensen 46. Anna Greene 47. Sarah Shannon 48.
Sue Marion 49. Peggy Hines 50. Cindy Viapiano 51. Camille
Marchese
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We've gone through the spring and we've gone through the fall and there are new and funny stories to tell about all.
Let's start with Marbles, whom with many girls he toyed, until he decided to settle down with hurricane Loyd. They had a great time together, I
mean Octavia and him until she backed down and wouldn't give up the trim. Throughout the term Kenny felt that all girls were out of reach,
until the kamikazee party where he picked up the bleach. When it comes to girls Kenny wasn't picky, unless they weighted two hundred pounds
and could give a good hickey. McCoy started the term with girls like Lauren and the Shrew and finished it out with Julie, Betsy, and Amy too.
From the girl it came from not a word was coughed, but all I can say is that our coach has gone soft. Next to McCoy lives Dick of whom not
much can be said, but you'd really laugh when you saw his big potato head. In the games that he pitches one can only reflect; he plays like
Rodney Dangerfield and should get no respect. Beano gave up high school girls and stopped fooling around, Plew it with Debbie B. and
made it with Miss Downes. Now that Lisa left and they're in two different worlds, Fred can settle down and go back after high school girls. As I
made my way around the second floor I'll start with Billy, at the age of nineteen he still wets his bed which is rather silly. Come on let's get
serious, this sounds like a problem of Seth's, however, not only did he wet his bed but he also wet Beth's. Billy's roommate Steve is a really tennis
jock, and some have said he resembles Snoopy 's friend Woodstock. Then there was Chumley, who when with the big woman failed to make a
pass, but when he did, she threatened to have Darrow kick his ass. All during the fall E-Dog was troubled by cuts and sprains and it gave us
the impression that the Cue uses whips and chains. After Christmas break there was a big change in his life, he gave up the stud life and took
the Q as his wife. When it came to music and girls, Jeff's taste was rather fancy, because he did settle down for Boy George and Nancy. When
it came to girls My Boy rarely had a chance, but one night he got an h.j. outside the pants. APout Cornhead's lovelife, we assume it isn't
dead because come Sunday he always seems to cover the spread. Now his partner Bates is always seen with a smerk because he's earning
good money while John does the work. Next to Rob lives digger a guy with a head full of steam who is really pissed because he plays
second string on the team. When he looks in the mirror he is really appalled, because his hair is falling out and soon he'll be bald. Next to
Kojak live Rookie a typical Jewish lad who thought he'd made Rosilyn a good husband and her kids a good dad. Now Rookie will be a
different father unlike most and many he will teach his family not how to stretch a dollar, but how to stretch a penny. About Rookie's roommate,
Stamby, a lot can be said, but the funniest occurred when he pelted Rookie in the head. Now Rookie didn't appear frightened, I'd call it
amazed when he was sitting down just before being dazed. Next to Boom-Boom Stambaugh lives Harry Reims, and! really wonder for
which girl he creams. There are many out there who won't get this quote, but don't worry Harry it's only a joke that I wrote. Next to Harry lives our
quarterback Raybo Harding, anq without his wife Carla he doesn't enjoy partying. I'm worried about Ray, Carla, and the Blue Nun, since I
heard him mention that she may be the one. When one thinks husband and wife, no I don't mean Klunk. I'm talking about Beth and her
whipped boyfriend Trunk. Now here's a couple nobody in their right mind would clone, she gives out the orders and he waits by the phone.
Then there's the Dr. who surprised us by not getting crabs, but the Beans woman did give him some awful scabs. About Eddie M.'s love life we
know it isn't dead, because it looks like someone spilled a milkshake in his bed. When it comes to Kurt's girlfriends we don't know which he'll
marry but if true love is involved, we all know that it'll be Sherry. When it comes to football Camuck is nothing less than great, but he had to go
to Germany to find himself a date. About Max and ugly girls we really must wonder, but he didn't change his ways in the land down under.
Dimitri and Chuck were two swell Chi Psi guys until their"bad studying habits forced their good byes. We've grown to know Todd to give
anything a whirl, but we were all shocked when he ended up with an Indian girl. In our house, Squid has become quite a celebrity, but it was
all done by hard work and what he calis "integrity". Since Otter is a nice guy, he wanted to let us all know when he started acting he'd invite
us all to watch his show. Rock man was content living across from Billy and Crout until his discovery of Asti forced him to move out. It used to
be that two-brew would hang out with the Chi Psi, but since he found a girlfriend he is one of the forgotten guys. Now Willi is a guy that's used
to hanging out with girls that are kinky, but he has made a change and has gone after Inky. When it comes to girls, Gherkins has all the
power, especially the other night after the dreaded shower. When it comes to making the baseball team Mostrangelo is getting steamed,
because he has gone out for two years and both times got reamed. Barry is a Chi Psi involved with an off campus spouse, he devotes a lot of
time to her because he is never around the house. When it comes to girls T-Bear is a regular Chi Psi, he parades the good looking ones but
with the ugly he's sly. With Scott's old girlfriend, Tracy things got pretty hairy, but things are looking up with his new girlfriend Kerri. When it
comes to picking up girls, with his good looks for Bucket, it's a cinch. But we all wonder why he keeps ending up with the pinch. As a
conclusion to these poems that will be written on the walls, all I can say that if you're not a Chi Psi you're not the balls.
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3. Mike Tyson 4. Duane Welch 5. Ryan Welch 7. John Roland
8. Brian Ceasar 9. Bruce Bryde 11. Dimitri Lalos 12. Dave
McCoy 14. Eric Boiling 15. Don Vintilla 16. Andy Kowalski 17.
Ted Brovitz 18. Glenn Sherlock 19. Kenny Ferriter 20. Kurt
Kempster 21. Steve Samaha 22. Bobby Scirocco 23. Ray
Harding 24. Russ Bolton
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The boys of old KA have battled through yet another year of dames, damage, and drunkeness, on the snowy shores of Lake Virginia. Devious
Doctor Levis, "Friend of the Greeks," once again failed to stop the ultimate party machine. The boys with a little help from Perry Maison and F.
Lee Bailey united to fight yet another battle against slime, scum and slander. Big Bush Lutz led the charge welcoming Dean Watkins in style. In a
futile attempt to return our charter to General Lee, the boys united to climb another insurmountable mountain and prevailed. The KA's are back
to dominate the shores of Lake Virginia for another 57 years. The final veterans of Lyman Hall are slowly preparing to end their four year
vacation and seek reality.
"Steady EDDIE" LUTZ,, our illustrious President stormed into his career with Gail Forces, settling for a Gill now and then but rounded out his four
years snackingon an Eclair. RICUS "The Snake" VANDERHOODED got a desk job in Vancouver, then changed his religion to celebrate
Jannica. SCOTT "Cannondale, I'm not going to work for my Dad" MONTGOMERY took various breaks during the year, but is still mounting
Sylvia's Ten Speed. WES "Dolphin in a sea of Mackeral" BALL will be easily satisfied drinking Dewar's Scotch as long as he has plenty of
LEAH-way. BOB "Double Knit and B-Squared" HUGHES finally got a X-Mas shower, but fortunately he "STOUTED" it out with the help of Ellie,
Heidi, Brycie, Jennifer, Stephanie, Dana, and finally said I'm going to McDonald's. CHRIS "Sure you're going to Law School" BAYLINSON,
always in search of some Gudda Beaver but often settles for a quick trip to the slopes in the White Truck. T.J. "The Bearded Professor" HAUSKE
traded his "BARBY DOLL" from last year for a quick "K-NICK" and Purtell's Purple feather. SAM "Mr. Responsibility" SMITH while still wetting his
bed was kicked out of Cleveland to live at Brookwood Lodges and enjoy a Brycie life. CRAIG "I'm driving home" BRIGGS got back on course
with a straight putter and future Mrs. Wee Wee, Robin. TOM "Rabbit Food" Mintor bought and sold his way through another year in his flip flops,
watching his brothers burn brain cells and pursuing a career in intellectualism. PAT "G.Q." MCNEIL took strong "Ame's" at the spanker while
Dene waited her turn on the sink. PETE "Who Gives a Shit" CARLETON and Ashlie no longer make waves together as they now sit around and
penetrate. PAUL "Firebush" BAGINSKI may turn communist with his red fetish if the General says it's "Jonay". JIM "Still Trying to make the tennis
team" HANLON had to LEAHve Australia when it "DAWNED" on him that Pammy was his racket. STEVE "Dressed for success" DONALDSON hit
the heights of HOLT with Susan, after realizing there are other things to qo in your birthday suit. LESTER "Marley" JOSEPH occupies the Hotel
Pinehurfs, where you can check-in any time you like, but you can never leave. EVEN "Lemon 911" BERNSTEN got a great deal on a Porsche, but
can always be found driving something else harder and faster.
Looking forward to a capable crop of juniors we have Marc "the hog" Meyersfield, Dave "Circuit Man" Bowser, Brian "Delirious" Talgo, Mike
"Nice to have you back; buy another car" Hilton, Ted "Looking forward to Australia" Williams, Tom "Louise" Sharp, Diego "Scarface" Garcia,
Mike "Melonhead Miami" Randazzo, Ron "Sure you can surf" Presswood, Dag "pocketpool" Peirson. On to our newest upperclassmen
Sophomores: Dave "Nice roommate" Larou, Sav "WHO?" Flemma, "P-P-Parker R-R-Roy", Michael "Older Lady" Longnecker, Scott "Clap for club
med" Williams, Oscar "drive much" Williams, Bob "Transfer" Cooke, JoJo "Shemp" Grant, Doug "Curly" David, Dan "Nice to see ya" Sylvestry,
Mark "Fred" Edwards.
P.S. LONG LIVE DAYTONA, SCHWILLERS, BOXERS, CASA G'S the DINNER, JELLY-VISION, BREAKFAST HEAD, MORNING MISSLE, FESTING AND JOLTS,
- DONT FORGET MAD DOG, B 2
,
4x4's, KA team ski boat, pong and tequilla with the general, and FOREVER "NO FAT CHICKS" P.S.S. WE
WOULD MENTION OUR PLEDGES BUT EVERYONE KNOWS YOU CANT PUT WHALE DUNG ON PAPER.















MIKE ACKERMAN — Wizard of Oz book, some pride, glasses and a real room, Oh and a permanent babysitter. Bill Brodie — A fraternity
account at his dad's dentist office and access to all his dad's drugs. Tom DeChellis — a stool for L.A. so when they kiss Tony doesn't have to
send over. Also we give him a bed that he "fits" in. Tom DeGiacomo — We leave a Jughead hat, a coupon for Dominos and another night
with Mimi. Andy Diodati — A draft notice for World War III and a muzzle for when he gets drunk. Mark Franzen — We leave him a room in
the house, a real car, and a night of switching girlfriends with Perls. Mark Gabriel — A date with the girl of his choice. (Except L.M.) Mike
Gallagher — We leave Mike an on-campus room, a BIG BED for behind the fieldhouse and ride in the "Batmobile." Gary Hayes — We leave
one "final" date with L.A., a real accent and a consistent spot on the starting soccer team. Also a broken Duran Duran record. Peter Hillman
— A lifetime supply of Haagen Dazs ice cream and the name of "cannon" for various reasons. Sam Hocking — We leave a date with the girl
of his choice without Avery finding out and just one more goalie on the soccer team. Randy Huston — A map to the house, a cracked
surfboard and the name of "The Madman." Also a six-pack of Dr. Pepper. Bill Jerome — A green card for his sgueeze and a spontaneous
good time. Also a cook book entitled "How to Cook Mexican." Tom Killam — We give a pack of fire crackers and boxing gloves. Also the title
of (undisputed) Senior A-hole. Also a pencil sharpener for his chick "Pencil Woman." Dave Kingsbury — The nickname of "The man from Down
Under" for more reasons that the fact that he went to Australia just ask J.D. Troy Kozak — We give a date to Morticians, Christmas, Rush and
probably Spring Formal. And an apartment with Perls. John Morgan — We leave him a bong for all those times he does what he wants, "off
Campus". And a real pledge class. Brian Morrissey — A pass to say more than one comment auring cut sessions and a life time supply of
Zeppelin and Stones albums. Also 1st spot on the tennis team. Stu Parker — A pair of hedge clippers to trim the Busch once in a while. Also a
pass to come out of his room once in a while. His own "bat" also. And a martini. Bill Peisner — A real note to excuse instead of "going to
Paco's with Langfitt." YITB Dave Perlmutter — A real major, a job, a clue, a tan, and a book on "How to Pick Pro Football Bets" by Mr. Weiss.
A date with Twiggy. Todd Pittenger — An exclusive showing with the girl of his choice on the screen at Park Ave. and a leash for his sister to
keep an eye on her. Lou Gervolino — We leave a clue as to how to be President. The nickname "Martini Man" and a bus for his hoasers.
Chip Pollack — For chip we leave a mirrored room, a date with Amy Teets and a Chi Psi. Also we want a few of the lunches he gets from
Loving spread around the house. Tom Powell — what do you give a guy who has K.M. as a girl friend? Maybe we can give him dates to
formals because K.M. never makes it to them. Joe Raymond — An Apple Computer to keep track of them all. An MBA degree because we
all know that is why he is coming back, and the exclusive rights to a movie filmed on the 2nd floor. Scott Rosner — We leave him pork,
bacon, and ham, and also another shot with A.H. because he screwed that one up. Rich Sherman — A way to get girls in his room without
getting them bombed and also four free dance lessons at the John Travolta school of dance. Bill Southwick — A way to make up his mind
about all the girls at home. A lifetime of Doors music and the nickname "TIT" for no particular reason. Also a bottle of cheap scotch. Raff Vitale
— We leave Raff the name "Most Improved" and we also leave a formal introduction with Raff's girlfriend . . . what's her name. Jimm Vlassis —
A shot back at the Chi Psi who nailed him, a "bat" to call his own and a Clint Eastwood autograph. "Make my day Jim." Also a pitcher of
Martini's for himself. Brian Waterhouse — The nickname "Dad" and a free ride in his family car for all comers. Also a birthday card when his
girlfriend turns 18. We can't forget tickets to his 8th consecutive senior prom. George Whitney — Three days of the same mood, some good
Loving jokes and a bomb to throw in the chapter room when people won't guiet down late at night. Bill Wright — a real roommate and a
night with his Australian love in a camper again. John Wright — His and Her Tickers for commodities board when he is married, And the book
"How to do it" written by Joe Raymond for the honeymoon. Tom Zapcic — A book on First lines cause God knows knows he needs it. And a
tape recorder to record noises that come from room 13. Jim Callan — The hit record, "Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes" and all the guys in
the Fraternity a date with his sister. (Jim what happened to you?) Al Fontova — The name "LLELLO MAN" and an endowment to pay his dues.
He also needs a green card ... I think. Glen Kurtz — A Chi Psi shirt and a map to their house. Also cab fare to Hooker Hall. Greg Powers —
same as above. Chris Thorpe — A recording of the great oratory he gave in his 1st cut session, "Are you high Chris?" "I Do Not Believe So." To
our chapter advisor. Bill Loving, we leave a clue, God knows he needs one. Seriously, we leave him many thanks for all his time and
committment, (You got to be crazy.) To our pledges we leave you our Juniors and Sophomores and many good times in the best fraternity at
Rollins. Good Luck to all 27 of you! We still think the pledge class was too big!
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Special Sig Ep Sam is
Report: Alive and Well!
Bain and Jude, next time make sure your dates wear diapers. Rick Bokum— How do those English Muffins taste?— or do you know? Boyd, is it true
you've hired Chunga the Ape to make your '84 football pics? Phil, who you been slammin on da chapta room flo'? Croft, stop playing 20 questions?
Champs, is Pene really Little? Dan Dailey lock the door next time you're in the gold mine. Bill Gordon, you sure did wake up Fine all fall term. Hagan
broke something in Ohio and now he has to pay for it. Dean, please leave the stripping to professionals— you small time amateur! John Holloway IV
— no more, PLISKEN LIVES! Scott Hurlbut — how 'bout them toes? Kemper, gee, thanks for the dues!
Kirby — sucking face and drinking — will miracles ever cease?! John — We're afraid you'll never meet Cinderella by passing out at 10:00 pm.
Adam, how is thatclimb of Mt. Michelle coming along? Artie, isn't four seasons enough?— Why do you keep pushing for five? Where's Kyle? Making
love to his gi-tar! Leroy, pull up yourjeans and start slammin! Dave Morgan has been Billings us all fall term. Pernell, the Sig Ep House is not a Kennel!—




Dan Richards is it true that Jim Porter steals all your dates? Derek, (peeper)— sex is quite a sport, you
sound like a plunger! Bart, he's been spending the year making deposits and no withdrawals from SAM. Sober, is she 18 yet? Finally! you coc-! Skol, a
drinking class all by himself: Kindergarten. Scott Wright— all I wanted was a piece of paper. Banks, the "SPE STUMP JUMPER," Rod— you know that
big boys aren't supposed to play in Dollhouses.
P.s. Special thanks to — 1984 Pledge Class, chapter room slammers, WPD, strohs, and our wonderful little sisters.
P.P.S. Little Sisters, give it up or take a walk!
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TOURING THE TKE MANSION: Entering the reception room, at times reeking of a swamp, one seldom finds any first floor activity as the three
inhabitants are usually hiding in their niches. On those rare occasions, though, you might encounter Vave — either thumbing through the Bible
or the black book; Vas — cooking up a storm with E.G. as dessert; and if you're really lucky, you might spot our Phantom Pele Teke.
Making your way up the spiral staircase, one stops to take a drink just in time to encounter the underlings. Clad in Poxers, this fell's really hip,
roaming the halls with a dip in his lip. Next door is double trouble; Popeye with the girls, thinks that he's ugly but if that's the case, the Bauster
is fugly. Jumping the toilets, one enters the room of what seems to be a slob. But out comes the neat dresser, Flaco who has others do his job.
Talucca is in his room working on our next party plan, recognition as a "true" stud is the goal of our social chairman. Todd's room this year has
turned into a double, if he keeps sharing showers, he might get in trouble. Pongalito the Panamanian may be quiet but is no fool, he wanders
the halls — playing pocket pool. Occasionally, the Rooter will scurry out of his nole to balance the books or to visit the Phi Bear who he thinks
has looks. Next, you can enter the B/S club for some dry martinis. Ebby when drinking them, has a ball but when it comes to the stairs — he's
bound to fall. When Ebby went away his roommate went astray. Those beds become one and for Barney and Betty the fun just begun.
Clammy who thinks our neighbors are God, continues his search for an athletic squad. Our own G.Q. pumps iron all day so when night fall
comes, with the women he'll play. Jake the Weasel, clad in baggy pants, sets out for Whispers — ready to dance.
Finally you ascend to the headquarters of Mission Impossible — the 3rd floor. Chris is the youngster, Secretariat is his horse, he can't choose a
girl to stay on his course. Then there is Fred — balconizing in his game, big ears, big nose, one lung is a shame; leaving squigglies in the
bathroom will be his claim to fame. Huxy, his neighbor, the R.A. of the place was caught in a blizzard, with "snow" on his face. Guarding the
floor's entrance is Dean, when it comes to his work, he likes to indulge but if he is wearing his famous pants you can't miss his little bulge.
Up in the attic is the ghost of Uncle Schlong who says he'd be with us if he ran laps right along. Moving out of the mansion is the rest of us; if
we didn't include them, they'd make quite a fuss. Mark won't divorce the Pinehurst crew even if we say please, but he's faithful to our president
— look at his dirty knees. One member of Elizabeth will always be loyal, but who has no balls to live in the house, Mr. Boyle? Bobby G. trains
all that join late and what about that Christmas formal date? Our advisor E-W, remembers one party real well, we're told he's in his lab mixing
swamp water to sell. Our little sisters put sparkle into the mansion, both old and new ... If this were champagne, we'd all toast to you! Leaving







1 . Britt Else 2. Dave Ebbels 3. Mark Peres 4. Dean Kilbourne 5.
Harold Poverman 6. Steve Greenfield 7. Scott Goodman 8.
Peter Osborn 9. Randi Griffey 10. Melissa Wiliford 11. Mike
Anton 12. Mike Siek 13. Mike Lauterborn 14. Eddie Sultan 15.
Rich Burger 16. Polly Dorough-Flores 17. Marcus Faust 18.
George Boyle 19. Randall Sander 20. Chris Kroha 21. David
Vick 22. Liz Burger 23. Angie Nardi 24. Mike Root 25. Dart 26.
Kathy Surpless 27. Betty Davis 28. Emily Goss 29. Ralph Day-
ton 30. Mike Baust 31. Debbie Milon
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In our continual quest tor chin, the Club has done it again!
Hey BRUCE, why don't you get a real bar? . . Lost in the jungle, BIG BOB finds a fig newton tree . , . EDDIE "Skin Chin" B., last of the clam
towners Dr. Sat. HELMUTHEAD, his door almost says it all but leaves out the crack of dawn . . . CASTINKO which one will it be tonight, #1,
#2. #3. . . probably just some good ole DFB . . . et tu Brute (CHIP], cuts like a knife . . . "O" . . - MONK E. HEAD, the bigger the better ... PHI
MOO ANT christens club closet . . . JIMBO — Dom Periogn and Handcuffs or Mickey? . . . E.T. Brown — another Presidential Censor was in
order. What's as tall as an OAK and has hair of a MOP? . . Deebs sails back in a peckerhead's balloon . . Hey PECKERHEAD, go Rangers!
. . . SPIDEY trees the bug form imim sympathy . . . SCHRAGS, hey suzie Q. . . . glaO to have CUPPY back from the swamp . . . BAM BAM
slammers
. . .
Hate to pop those BUBBLES, but D.T. is one . . . CHARLIE sschhmeegg! . . . Sam "I wish they all could be Chi Omega iris." . .
.
Tumblin Tiny twit . . . Cecil, President of the Gin Sub Club . . . LOWTIDE at the Lib Bay . . . Mushroom Jeff, Club Conversationalist . .
.
Baconless BLAKE the big mistake finally gets his chance to snake . MA SR. finally gets to clean his ears . . . MA JR., Water Bed and Boat
couldn't keep your case afloat . . . Sleazy TODD gets back into winter sports . TOM who? . . Sorry Andy. SPECIAL THANKS TO: Hugh
McKean, Wild Bill Miller, Father Joe, Elena, Sue E. Razorback, Trophies of Whitehall, Security, Wilma, Decades.
SPECIAL NO THANKS TO: sgt. FAT DAVE, WPPD, THETA parties.
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1, David Lee 2. Phil Baruch 3. Billy Larson 4. Bob Paniccia 5.
Eric Naigles 6. Sam Pulitzer 7. Rhett Walker 8. Chris Bernardo
9. Tim McCoy 10. Keith Shanahan 11. Eddie Bugnaizet 12.
Mark Adams 13. Jeff Ritter 14. Jim Turberg 15. Lew Larson 16.
Brian Neill 17. Rob Wolfson 18. Scott Smythwick 19. Kevin Cryts
20. Charlie Sheehan 21. Graham Boyle 22. Bill Cirilli 23. Frank
Goldbach 24. Blake Botsford 25. Jim 26. Gordon 27. Dave
Andrews 28. Mark Berman 29. John Furash 30. John
Schraigger 32. Anthony Sasso 33. Ros Barfield 34. Chip Basse
35. Bubba Cooper 36. Jim Cummings 37. Craig Polejes 38.
Jerry Brown 39. Adam Eiser 40. Bill Perry 41. John Burnes 42.







Serving as editor of the Tomokan has been at times excit-
ing but many times frustrating. I have attempted to paint a
well-rounded picture of Rollins during the 1983-84 academic
year.
Each year many changes occur at Rollins. This year, a new
dean of students, the beginning of a new library, and a new
baseball stadium marked the times. These changes as well as
the daily activities of everyone at Rollins have made for an
exciting and memorable time. Through this book, I have tried
to put into pictures both the times of laughter and the times of
tears.
There are certain people to whom I wish to express my
deepest thanks: (1 j Mariann Mulan, for braving the dirty job of
Assistant Editor, (2) Sissy DeMuth, for making up for J.F.'s mis-
takes, (3) Dean Watkins, for having faith in me, [4] Teri Cole,
for believing me (and the rest of Publication's also), (5) Scott
Roth, for laughing with me as well as at me, (6) Judy Jones, for
braving not only an office next to mine, but a dorm as well, (7)
Alpha Phi for at times listening to my screaming for 24 hours
nonstop, (8) My parents, for coaxing me out of my nervous
breakdowns, (9) Hunter Publishing and Hyatt Hotels, for seven
days of learning in N.C., (10) Ron Steirs, my Representative, for
returning my calls, (11) and most of all, Peter Lindemann and
Dan Richards because they answered their phone when no
one else would, and they offered undying support and shoul-
ders to cry on!
In conclusion, I hope that the 1984 Tomokan does justice to
the past years, and I hope that when it is taken off the shelf in
years to come, it will stir just the right memories for each person
here at Rollins.
Grey Squires, Editor
1984 Tomokan Staff: Front (L to R): Harriett Rodgers, Sissy DeMuth, Mariann Mullan, Debbie Knorowski. Back: Karen Murphy, Theresa Bender,
Carolyn Pitt, Betty Hill.
EDITOR Grey Squires PHOTOGRAPHY: Trish Patterson
ASSISTANT EDITOR Marriann Mullan Debbie Knorowski
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER Sissy DeMuth Anne-Marie Philler
ARTWORK Carolyn Pitt, Karen Murphy Theresa Bender
THEATRE Hope Read Tim Kinsky
ENDSHEETS David Smith, Carolyn Pitt Dee Zeidenbergs
ADDRESSES Harriett Rodgers, Betty Hill, Susan Curtis David Greenberg
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY John Flittner
STUDENT
Senate: Row 1: Olga Viso, Jill Hollingsworth, Grey Squires, Jennifer Feltel, Mary Rogers, Chris Cheshire, Jim Sober, Jim Callan, Troy Kozak. Row 2:
Stuart Kirk, Lauren Matthews, Bev Purple, Debbie Matthews, Rob Kirby, Michele Krebs, Emily Whalen, Marc Shapiro, Row 3: Frank Greene, Murray




Student Center Board ot Directors: Jennifer Fischer, Karin DeVenuta. Brenda Blasingame, John Eggert, Ron Schott, Dana Ballinger, Kevin
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Greenberg, Dave Sarney, Steve Creel, Vic Perritt, Jim Sober, Erica Staffeld, Bill Wood, Peter Zies, Olga iso.
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HEAD RESIDENTS
The Head Residents of each dorm
insure that dorm life is meeting the
needs of the students. They pro-
mote communication between the
college and the students. Pictured
(L to R) : Yvonne Zeegers, Bob Som-
mers, Ellen Pratt, John Morgan.
O-TEAM
The Orientation Staff is composed
of interested upperclassmen and
resident aides eager to help in-
coming freshmen and transfer stu-




The RA's provide leadership within
each living unit, serving as counsel-
ors. They keep students informed
and stand as examples of re-
sponsible students. Pictured (L to
R): Row 1: Lauren Craven, Linda
Harper, Maria Quinnones, Kath-
leen McKay, Lisa Culbreath, Julie
Beckman. Row 2: Tim Hagen, Theo
McWhite, Susan Bridges, Susie Wil-
son, Nancy Gotschalk, Dave
Steigerwalt, Jeff Lockitt, Cynthia
Reddick, Pippa Boyd, Rob Isner,
Sue Raffo, Randy Houston, Don
Kemper, Shelly Sher, Harold Pover-
man, Jim McConnell, Jeanne
Mapel, Lisa Sealock, Elena Star-
son, Sandy Rosevear, Bruce Sto-
vall, Kathy Sullivan, Brenda Blasin-
game, Bill Gordon.
Pictured (L to R): Row 1: Pam Mc-
Donald, Susan Bridges, Brenda
Blasingame, Sandy Rosevear,
Julie Beckman, Lauren Cravens,
Lisa Sealock, Sara Kettler, Kath-
leen McKay, Randy Houston, John
Eggert, Tim Hagan, Don Kemper,
Dave Steigerwalt, Nancy Got-
schalk, Susie Wilson, Linda Harper,
Katy Sullivan, unknown, Lou Gerlivi-
no. Row 2: Robin Shaffer, Pam
Johnson, Cynthia Reddick, Harold
Poverman, Michele Krebs, Sue
Raffo, Jennifer Ryan, Dean Kil-
bourne, Cindy Somes, Debbie
Matthews, Virginia Averette, Yvonne
Zeegers, Ellen Pratt, Jeff Lock-
ett, Shelly Sher, Lisa Culbreath, Teri
Arnold, Judy Jones, Maria Quin-
nones, Pippa Boyd, Bill Gorden,
Patty Mergo, Debbie Davison.
Row 3: Sherri Flynn, Alexis Payn, Iris
Lopez, Robin Rouch, Randall San-
der, Eddie Sultan, Derek Sander,
Jeanne Mapel, Allison Hertbrink,
Dana Peterson, Mark Peres, Joy
Young, Joan Naylor, Kim Johnson,
Grey Squires, Janet Hance,
Mariann Mullan, Dana Ballinger,
Bill Wood, Rob Isner, Sue Toth, Theo
McWhite, Kevin Shillbrack, Elena
Starson, Bruce Stovall, Carolyn
Cray, Dennis Bourguignon, Tom
Narut, Chris Baylinson, Bob Som-




The Academic Counseling Team
provides peer counciling to support
the faculty program. Through the
examples set by ACT members,
students can gain insight as to what
makes a successful, well-rounded
student. Pictured (L to R): Row 1
:
Dean Kilbourne, Robin Rauch. Row
2: Pam McDonald, Susan Totrh, Iris
Lopez, Alexis Payne. Row 3: Joan
Naylor, John Eggert, John Morgan.
Row 4: Mark Peres, Joe McCarthy.
R-TIMES
The R-times is an annual student
handbook containing the Rollins
calender of events, Student Bill of
Rights, and Student Constitution.
Pictured (L to r): Debbie Knorowski,




The publication union is the
student/faculty council governing
the student publications and the
elections of the editors each year.
Pictured (L to R): Colleen Logan,
Judy Jones, Teri Cole, Robert Baker,
Dave Morgan, Dr. Rosemary Curb,




The Chapel Deacons help plan
and promote all chapel activities.
They serve as ushers and readers as
well as support foster children and
host chapel receptions. Pictured (L
to R): Row 1: Bill Wood,
Unidentified, Ingrid Olson, Tucker
Killam, Lou Gervolino, Lisa Oetjen,
John Morgan, Lisa Lealock. Row 2:
Robert Baker, Dudley Pheonix, John




The Jewish Student League establishes unity among Jewish students on campus and offers a variety of
educational programs to the Rollins community. It celebrates the Jewish holidays for the Rollins students and




Sharon McConnell, Lori Herdegan,
Sandy Palmer, Danielle Daoud,
Shirin Yasrebi, Patty Rodesch, Louis
Van Breemen, Vivienne Sequirea,
Pedro Pequeno, Dina Woody,
Gemma Crews, Martha Mora,
Karen Bauer, Nikki Yon, Michael
Seik, Zeynep Alsah, Tracey Keller,
Walter Jarvels, Thierry Piguit,
Jennifer Ryan, Manuel
Andreskornprobst, Sue Thuler,
Francis Cherrel, Keiichi Watase,
Cyril Cuminal, Emily Whalen ,
Viviana Kure, Sissy Huesmayer, Elliot
Albury, Elras Davis, Jo McCarthy,




Located in Rex Beach, the Fine Arts
House is dedicated to the promotion
of creative expression at Rollins. Pic-
tured L to R: Row 1: Randy, Jacqui
Greenfield, Cathy Gillon, Marina
Tanco, Julie Oling, Judy Milam. Row
2: Jody DeBaise, Kristi Gaston, Tracey
Kahil, Shannon Akins, Alice Miller,
Melinda Blankenburg, Jim Plunkett,
Colleen Kingdom, Joan Naylor, Len
Felepowski, Andy Richards, Sandy
Franck, Dee Zeidenbergs, Carter
Witt. Row 3: Rick Campbell, Dave
Creath, Kim Aylward, Dahlie Daw-
son, Hope Read, Steve Hendrickson,
Sandi Rice.
ROLLINS PLAYERS
Rollins Players are students partici-
pating in the acting and behind the
scenes work for Rollins plays. It is their
hard work and dedication that
makes the performances in the Annie
Russell Theatre so popular. Pictured L
to R: Row 1: Pat Norris, Carolyn
Mapes, Laura Haines, Jacqui Green-
field, Chris Gasti, Carrie Barton. Row
2: Anita Adsit, Sandy Franck, Marsha
Ballard, Jason Opsahl, Ann Barzda,
Julie Oling, Andy Richards, Dan
Wagner, Colleen Kingdom, Nancy
Knott, Alice Miller, Carter Witt.
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PANHEL
Panhellenic Council is the delibera-
tive body for all sororities. It plans and
governs rush week and makes rec-
ommendations to the sororities on
matters concerning the college and
the community. Seated (L to R):
Tracey Hollinger, Sam Davis, Nancy
Brown, Denise Dorsey. Standing (L to
R): Betty Davis, Jennifer Lowe, Marci
Tex, Molly Hancock
IFC
The Intra- Fraternity Council is a gov-
ernment for all fraternities. They reg-
ulate mens rush and promote interac-
tion between the Greeks at Rollins.
Pictured L to R: Mark Meyersfield,
John Bums, Jerry Brown, Don Vintella,
Andy Sokol, John Rowland, Rob Per-
nell, George Boyle, Bill Jerome, Tuck-
er Lillam, Lou Gervolino, Mark Peres,
Rob Kirby, Craig Briggs.
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AUSTRALIA
Each fall term at Rollins, a group of students travel to Australia to study and experience the culture of the country.
Pictured L to R: Row 1: Jan Clampitt, Bill Wright. Row 2: Todd Pittenger, Keith Arnold, Ul, Ted Williams, Carroll
Hanley. Not Pictured: Jeanne Smith, Oscar Williams, Carolina Majia, Brad Max.
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PINEHURST
Members of Pinehurst work to
encourage student awareness of
issues involving Rollins and the
world. (L to R): Seated: Mark
Selovy, Susan Bridges, Teri Arnold,
Kathy, Pam McDonald, Kim
McDowell, Nowl Levin, Steve Brady,
Terzah Horton, Erica Staffeld, Bill
Viall, Amy Feilding, Kevin
Schilbrack. Standing: Julie Oling,
Karen Korn, Vivian Sequiera, Kim
Richards, Beth Rapp, Jim Carter,
Melinda Blankenberg, Todd
Morrison, Craig Austin, John
Hokkanon, Chris Cavone, Ron
Schott, Alice Miller, Mark Peres.
OCS
OCS is an organization of all
off-campus students at Rollins. Their
office is located in Pinehurst.
Pictured L to R, Row 1 : Diego
Deltoyos, Paul Dieffenthaller,
Melissa Williford, Denis
Bourguignon. Row 2: Samir Vakill,
Jeff McCormick, Charlotte Wells,
Pam McDonald, Betty Hill, Carolyn
Cray, Margaret O'Sullivan. Row 3:
Donna French, Victor Perritt, Joe
Helton, Pinehurst friend, Carl
Wilhelm. Not Pictured: 274 others.
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ROLLINS OUTDOOR CLUB
R.O.C. is an organization of students dedicated to the outdoor life. Its Branches include the Surf Club and the Dive
Club, whose titles speak for themselves. The club's interests lie with backpacking, scuba, and other natural
activities. They sponsor trips throughout the year which are open to the whole campus.
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BRUSHING
Brushing is Rollins literary
magazine. It contains writing,
poetry, and artwork by Rollins'
students and professors. Pictured
from the top: Teri Cole, Editor, Kim
McDowell, Connie Riggs, Todd
Barton, Betty Hill, Alice Miller,
Andrea Agre, Alexandra




From Top of Stairs: Alex Hurwitz,
Jack Flader, Dr. Tim Bauer-Yocum,
Taryn Waltke, Mark Zorrow, Dr, Hoyt
Edge, Abess Geshesin, Mike
Dunn-Rankin, Dr. Karl Peters, Kevin
Schilbrack, Steve Bell, President.
AEISEC
AEISEC represents the International
Association of students in
Economics and Business
Management. The members seek
careers with an international focus
and training for the future. Pictured:
Wendy Pombrio, Adam Ohlstein,
Laura Stewert, Debbie Matthews,
Doug Edgar.
STUDENT COURT
The Student Court, also called the
student hearing board, is the
judicial section of Student
Government. They uphold the rules
of the college as well as protecting
the student's rights. Pictured:
Seated: Vassily Barberopoulos, Joe
Shorin, Chairman, Lisa Sealock.
Standing: Randy Huston, Ul, Jay
Werba, Liz Sanborn, John Eggert, Ul,






















































































(in order of appearance)












































(in order of appearance)
Mr. Ernest Stanley ANN BARZDA*
Miss Preen MARSHA ELIZABETH BALLARD'
Richard Stanley PAT NORRIS*
June Stanley ALICE MILLER-
John JOHN GLENN HARDING
Sarah JULIE HOPE OLING-
Mrs. Dexter ELEANOR CORNELL
Mrs. McCutcheon SANDRA FRANCK'
Mr. Stanley DANIEL S. WAGNER-
Maggie Cutler ANITA ADSIT-
Dr. Bradley JAMES M. PLUNKETT III
Sheridan Whiteside ROBERT 0. JUERGENS't
Harriet Stanley KATHLEEN C GIBNEY S U S C.
Bert Jefferson JASON OPSAHL't
Professor Metz JOSEPH HELTON
Lorraine Sheldon CARRIE BARTON*
Expressman J. SCOTT STEMER
Sandy BILL LIPKIN
Beverly Carlton FRANK CARROLL
Westcott WILLIAM CROOKS
Banjo EDDIE ROSE
Convict SHANE R. BROCKINGTON
Convict TIM KINSKEY
Guard CHRIS KABOOL
Plainclothes Man CHRISTOPHER GASTI't
Deputy ANDY RICHARDS
Deputy PAUL NORMAN
Radio Technician J. ANDREW RICHARDS-









The class of 1984 has made significant contributions to the
development of Rollins College, and I am pleased to
congratulate its members on the occasion of their
graduation. I have personally enjoyed my association with
each of you, and I hope that you will stay in touch with us
here on the campus in the years ahead. The family
tradition of Rollins is a lifelong relationship which is
strengthened with nurture and with time. As Adlai
Stevenson once said at a Commencement, "As you leave,
don't forget why you came." Good luck.
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Jesse Morgan — Vice President and
Treasurer
Dean Arnold Wettstein — Dean of
the Chapel; "The truly educated
person knows what to remember and
what to forget. I think it was
Confucious who said that."
Kate Reich — Assistant Dean of Overseas Programs
f






Beth Lane, Registrar Dave Lord, Comptroller and Business Manager
Personnel: Anna Currie (2nd from right), Director
Career Center: Melinda McDonald, Assistant; Wanda Russell, Director
Director Cornell Art Museum, Joan B.
Wavell
Staff of Mills Memorial Library at construction site of new Olin Library
Computer Services: (L to R): John Ingram, Mercedes Gonzalez, Rosemary Naleway, James Warden.










Chemistry: Erich Blossey, Lawrence Eng-Wilmott, Gao Chao, Carol Ridgeway, Brian Ramsey, Jenny
Peeper, Herbert Hellwege.
Economics: Roy Meadows, Harry Kypraios, Wayne Hales, Don Hill, Kenna Taylor
201
English: Nancy Hoffman, Walter Phelan, Rosemary Curb, Jean West, Roy Starling,
Cary Cer, Barbara Carson, Ed Cohen, Philip Pastore.
Environmental Studies: Steve Phelan, Barry Allen, Larry Eng-Wilmott, Kenna Taylor, Pedro Pequeno.
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Foreign Languages: Richard Lima, Ed Borsoi, Pat Lancaster, Ruth Mesawage, Fidel Lopez-Criado, Alexander
BogusToski.
History/Political Science: "The Next Best Thing to Being There" Charles Edmonson, Luis Valdes, Thomas Lairson,
Gary Williams, Laura Greyson, Jack Lane. Not even visible: Barry Levis.
203
Music: (From L to R) Sylvia Reynolds, Alexander Anderson, Edmund LeRoy, William Gallo, Susan Lackman, Ward Woodbury.
204
Philosophy and Religion: (From L to R) Tom Cook, Sara Ketchum, Dean Arnold Wettstein. Karl Peters, Hoyt Edge, Tim Bauer-Yocum.
Physical Education: (Seated L to R) Gordy Howell, Charlie Urban, Paul Harris, Norm Copeland, Gwen Holland. (Standing L to Rj Ginny Mack,
































































































Peter J. Dever, Jr.
Environmental Studies









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
Ackard, Gregory C.
1031 13th Avenue North
Hickory, NC 28601
Ackerman, Michael B.
796 Mt. Auburn St.
Watertown, MA 02127
Adams, Mark W.




















Al Salah, Hashem S.







Winter Park, FL 32792
Albury, Jr., Gerald E.
P.O. Box N 3916
Nassau, Bahamas
Alcazar, Poliana
Bayshore Drive Apt. 1105 B
Treasure Island, FL 33706
Alday, Kristen N.
P.O. Box 2472
Winter Park, FL 32790
Allen, Shirley E.






R.D. 3 Box 285
Norwich, NY 13815
Alsan, Zeynep




Punta Gorda Isles, FL 33950
Amadi, Anthony C.




Oak Brook, IL 60521
Anderson, Donna L.
2091 N.E. 68th St.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Anderson, Kristine L.
162 Ferris Hill RD











2600 South Ocean Blvd.








2764 Admirals Waik Drive

















1270 N.E. 85 St.
Miami, FL 33138
Ashcraft, Duane S.

















Ayres, Jr., Robert B.
97 Driftwood






6000 N.E. 19th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Badalamenti, Debra A.
21 Arlington, Ave.
St. James, NY 11780
Badeau, Charles A.
7725 Pebble Bch.
New Port Richy, FL 33553
Baekgaard, Siri I

































4938 Sugar Pine Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Banfield, Ross G.


































Vero Beach, FL 32960
Barzda, Ann P.







Winter Park, FL 32789
Batchelder, Anne S.
470 104th Street
Stone Harbor, NY 08247
Bates, Robert G.
1260 Southwest 14th





















East Grand Rapids, Ml 49506
Beckman, Julie K.
1200 Spingland Ave.
































12210 Piney Glen Lane
Potomac, MD 20854
Berger, Lloyd C.



















Village of GOLF, FL 33436
Bernsten, Even






















3630 Highway 27th N.
















































Bokum III, Richard D.


































Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Bourbonnais, Donna G.






775 Sierra Vista Ln.
Vally Cottage, NY 10989
Bower, Shannon L.













Ft. Michell, KY 41017
Boyle, William G.
P.O. Box 504









Winter Springs, FL 32708
Bradshaw, John T.
4260 Southeast 20th, Apt. I — 702
Cape Coral, FL 33904
Brady, Stephen R.
7 Birch Hill Dr.





2 Buckenham Apr. 8
Michigan City, IN 46360
Brice, Mark M.
227 Central Park W.





























r.f.d. #3 Cushman Rd.
Amherst, MA 01002
Brown, Gerald D.
R.R. 1, Box 8178
Mt. Dora, FL 32757
Brown, Laura A.
2041 Coronet Dr.





13061 N.W. 5th St.
Plantation, FL 33324
Bruno, Trish J.










700 Oriole Dr. #342
Va. Beach, VA 23451
Buckley, Jacqueline M.
1501 S. Flagler Dr.
W. Palm Beach, FL 33201

























Villa Park Francia 9
Curacao, Netherlands
Bums, John G.












24 Slade Rd. Four
Sutton Coldfield, W. England
Butz, Audrey D.








Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Callender, Natalie A.




San Antonio, TX 78209
Cambria, Wendy G.
12 Clydesdale Rd.
Scotch Plain, NJ 07076
Cambell, Cindy L.
1908 Lake Marion Dr.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Campbell, Lance S.











































Winter Park, FL 32789
Cassel, Mary C.
147 East Oakland Park












8400 35th Ave. N.
St. Petersburg. FL 33710
Cazzato, Patricia M.
9114 W. 92nd St.
Overlanq Park, KS 66212
Chamberlfne, Karen L.





Champion, Robert Cesar D.
1033 Ponte Vedra Blvd.
Ponte Verda, FL 32082
Chandler, Eloise E.
2795 N.W. 29th Ave.
Boca Raton, FL 33432
Chanin, James E.
211 E. 70th St.
New York, NY 10021
Chapman, Stephanie S.
1391 S. Broadway















































7885 Spring Mill Rd.
Indianapolis, IN 46260
Coats, Robbin L.
370 N. Main St.
Suffield, CT 06078





Lake Forrest, IL 60045
Cockburn, Betty-Ann
370 N.E. 59th Ct.




















101 Stone Post Rd.
Longwood, FL 32750
Collins, Tanya L.
810 W. Canton Ave.








577 Cheese Spring Rd.





























The Crest 7 White R Woking
















































Fern Park, FL 32730
Crout, Stephen A.
Old Arroyo Chamisa





Rt. P.O. Box 361
Cottontown, TN 37048
Cuminal, Cyril S.
10993 N.W. 19 St.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Cummings, James W.
2747 Prince John Rd.





18 Elm Sea Ln.
Manhasset, NY 11030
Curran, Thomas J.
725 Middle River Dr.












127 W. Greentree Ln.










































Locust Valley, NY 11560
Day, Jo A.
279 W. Central Ave.
Winter Haven, FL 33880
Dayton, Ralph L.
21 Muchmore Ln.
East Hampton, NY 11937
De Baise II, Joseph N.
1480 Riviera Dr.
Kissimmee, FL 32741
De Challis, Anthony J.
1976 Windward Way
Vero Beach, FL 32960
De Hoyos, Diego V.
1000 Old England Ave.







De Muth, Sandra P.
1942 Conifer Ct.
Winter Park, FL 32792













511 N. Maitland Ave.
Maitland, FL 32751
294




























8204 Sun Vista Way
Orlando, FL 32807
Djuric, Darinka D.


























Dorsey Jr., James B.
779 N. Broadway












Old Greenwich, CT 06870
Downey, Sharon J.
132 Sachems Head Rd.
Guilford, CT 06437






Du Pont, Scott T.
P.O. Box 1539


























































New Canaan, CT 06840
Eisinger, Richard A.
6022 Innes Trace Rd.
Louisville, KY 40222
Elias, Thomas B.
4575 Tall Pines Dr.
Atlanya, GA 30327
Ellinger II, Charles W.
1866 Parkers Mill Rd.
Lexington, KY 30504
Ellis, Pamela L.













Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48013
Ericksen, Lise K.




Winter Park, FL 32792
Eshenbaugh, Kristina A.
35034 Whispering Oak
Ridge Manor, FL 33525
Estes, Joel D.
280 Tollgate Ra.
S. Glastonbury, CT 06073
Evans, Donald E.









6649 Parson Brown Dr.
Orlando, FL 32811
Ewell, Todd J.

























2721 N.E. 5th St.
Federico, Kelly L.
75 Aspatuck Rd.
Westhampton Beach, NY 11978
Feher, David
151 Kinhwood Dr.
Little Falls, NJ 07424
Feinberg, Seth A.
283 Maple St.






Oak Brook, IL 60521
Fenwick, Alison A.
















Cold Spring Harbour, NY 11724
Filipowski, Leonard C.




West Hartford, CT 06117
Fineman, Mitchell I.
421 Ranger Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792






Flader, Jr., Jack W.
2691 N.W. 119 Terr.








8315 N. River Rd.
Milwaukee, Wl 53217
Flittner, John Q.
5100 N. Ocean Blvd.










Foley, Jr. David AJ
81 Twin Brooks Ave.
Middletown, NJ 07738
Fontova, Alberto J.


































1063 Vally Forge Rd.
Deland, FL 32720
Friedlander, Stacey L.










78 Chase Rd. Box 42


























706 N. Frey St.
Gillespie, IL 62033
Garner, Charles L.






























1 Kettle Creek Rd.
Weston, CT 06883













10441 Down Patrick Ln.
Great Falls, VA 22066
Glllon, Cethleen M.
5641 N.E. 21 Rd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Gimer, Melissa A.









72 Blue Ridge Ln.





























R.D, #1, Box 332
Annandale, NJ 08801
Gordon II, William R.
1214 Village Ln.





7915 Summer Ridge PI.
Orlando, FL 32811
Gorman, Adrienne L.
4826 North East 17 Terr.













Gotts, Arthur W., Jr.
425 Vischer Ferry Road
Clifton Park, NY 12065
Gouda, Suzanne N.
575 Lakeshore Dr.























46 Ethan Allen Dr.
Acton, MA 01720
Green II, Quentin L.










Winter Springs, FL 32708
Greene III, Francis M.
429 Springfield Ave.
Hasbrouck Hgts., NJ 07604
Greeneisen, Robert F.
30749 Summit Lane
Pepper Pike, OH 44124
Greenfield, Jacqueline B.
2040 Northeast 194 Dr.
North Miami Beach, FL 33179
Greenfield, Stevn B.
17 Visgrove Lane














203 S. Riverside Dr.
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
Griffith, Ann W.




Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Gurtis, Susan L.
557 Osceola Avenue






16 Villa Rosa Terr.
Milford, CT 06460
Hadfield, Dayna J.
12449 84 Way No.
Largo, FL 33543
Hagan, Timothy J.
453 Glen Oak Rd.
Venice, FL 33595
Hagerty, Deborah A.
P.O. Box N 81-85
Nassau, Bahamas
Hagood, Elisabeth J.
1831 South Summerlin Ave.
Orlando, FL 32806
Hagood, Jr., Thomas A.




Boca Raton, FL 33434
Hale, Louise S.
2761 N.W. 106th Dr.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Hall, Andrew J.
915 W. 57th Street
La Grange, IL 60525
Hall, Margaret M.













Grosse Pointe, Ml 48236
Hance, Janet L.












3364 W. Oak St.
Lebnon, PA 17042
Hanft, Jason R.
5901 N.W. 61 Ave.
Tamarac, FL 33319
Hanley, Carroll S.
16 Cherry Valley Rd.
Greenwich, CT 06830
Hanlon III, James W.
676 Mountain Rd.
Smoke Rise, NJ 07405
Hannah, David C.
9405 Lagovista Court
Great Fall, VA 22066
Hanson, Karen J.
1786 Selva Marina Dr.




Winter Springs, FL 32708
Harding Jr., George R.
801 West Tropical Way
Plantation, FL 33317
Hardy, Dean A.






















Cos Cob, CT 06807
Harzell, Mary L.
220 Beech Hill Rd.
Wynnewood, PA 19096
Hauber, Lori D.
Cranberry Rd. R.D, 4
Doylestown, PA 18901
Hauske, Elizabeth A.
4103 Le Grande Blvd.
Mequon, Wl 53092
Hauske, Thomas J.





































12810 S. Irving Ave.
Blue Island, it 60464
Herriott, Amy S.
48 Donnybrook Rd.
















2832 W. Fairbanks Ave.









Beach Haven, NJ 08008
Hines, Margaret L.
3804 St. Johns Ave.
Jacksonville, FL 32205
Hirschberg, Wendy E.
1701 S. Flagler Dr., Apt. 1502






























Vero Beach, FL 32960
Hollingsworth, Jill D.
608 Valle Vista Dr.
Brandon, FL 33511
Holloway IV, John L.






65 Seton Trail, Apt. 18
Ormond Beach, FL 32074
Hoover III, Walter B.
200 Esplanade Way
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Home, Jonathan D.
41 Farmstead Rd.
Short Hills, NJ 07078
Norton, Terzah M.
1017 Wild Roost Rd.
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
Hosford, Elizabeth M.
1495 Central Ave.
Merritt Island, FL 32952
Houston, Barrie L.
777 Bayshore Dr.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304
Houvouras, John H.
1237 S. Park Dr.
Hunnington, W. VA 32701
Hubbard, Micheal E.
1211 Wedgewood Dr.
New Port Richey, FL 33552
Hubbard, Teresa A.
1211 Wedgewood Dr.








1247 Old Mill Rd.
Orlando, FL 32806
Hunter, Darryl A.
1318 N.W. 2nd Ave.
Delray Beach, FL 33444
Hurd, Mark K.
3086 G. Whispre Lake








Box 747, HQ. Useucom
A.P.O. N.Y., NY 09128
Hyde, Brooke A.
8 Westover Rd.
Fort Worth, TX 76107
Hyslope, Ellen J.
2523 Chantilly Ave.















808 Ave. Mendes de Mo








109 Green Leaf Lane
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Ivey, Rosalyn M.





Vero Beach, FL 32960
Jacobs, Kenneth R.
1059 Lemar Cir.












San Antonio, TX 78209
Johnson, Elizabeth R.
27405 West Flynn Cre.








6455-4 Bay Club Dr.





4624-A S. Rio Grande
Orlando, FL 32809
Johnston, Katheryne









12205 Torrey Pines PI.
Concord, TN 37720








Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937
Jones, Robin S.
315 Island Creek Dr.
Vero Beach, FL 32960
Joseph, Lestesr J.
188 Western Main Rd.
Point Cumana Carenag
Trinidad W.I.
















Belle Mead, NJ 08502
Karslake, Martha E.















2250 East 4th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11223
Kearney, Elizabeth J.
Box 122, Woodhill Rd.
Newton, PA 18940
Keefer III, Robert S.





Keller, Jr., John P.
1717 S.E. 11 Street
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33316
Kemper, Donald E.
3802 Royal Manor Dr.
Houston, TX 77082
Kempster, Kurt A.







39 Old Fish House Rd.





















Winter Park, FL 32792
Kietfer, Andrew P.
1031 N. Dairy Lane
Palatine, IL 32792
Kieffer, Andrew P.






















Rt. 3, Box 107
Crestview, FL 32536
Kingdon, Colleen M.
1216 Bay Palm Blvd.












Vero Beach, FL 32960
Kirk, Elizabeth S.
10 Ipswich Ave.


























1105 N. Main, #17D
Gainesville, FL 32601
Korn, Karen L.




Harrington Park, NJ 07640
Kozak, Troy S.















2740 N.W. 27th Terr.
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Kure, Vivian M.




Colts Neck, NJ 07722
L
La Fontaine, Mark L.





























Shaker Heights, OH 44122
Lathbury, Anthony D.
1 Shore Dr.
Port Chester, NY 10573
Laurin, Robert L.
1049 N.E. 204 Terr.





341 Bent Creek Lane
Ormond Beack, FL 32704





Manchester Center, VT 05255
Lee, David P.
4247 S. Landar Dr.

















6415 Midnight Pass Rd.
Sarasota, FL 33581
Levin, Noel R.
19710 N.E. 13th Court
North Miami Beach, FL 33179
Levine, Richard D.
110 E. Reading Way
Winter Park, FL 32789
Levison, Andrew E.
113 Maguire Ave.








Rt. 2 Lagoda Rd.
Crawtordsville, IN 47933
Linn III, Theodore, F.
Church Gate Farm
RFD 1 Rumney, NH 03266
Llnvllle, Scott A.
102 Spring Valley Lane
Altomonte Springs, FL 32701
Liol, Jerllynn A.
1161 N. Ocean Way
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Lipkin, William J.
671 Crocus Court





4 A Chelsea Court
63 MT Kellett Rd.
Hong Kong, NJ 08520
Lockett, Jeffery A.
Rt. 1 Buttermilk Rd,






Mt. Dora, FL 32757
Logan, Kimberly A.
1031 Montgomery Rd.












Ocean Spring, MS 39564
Lopez, Iris M.
3 Verona Street








250 Loch Lomond Dr.
























4961 59th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33715
Magalio, Albert
156 Mount Olive Rd.
Flanders, NJ 07836
Mahfood, Margaret M.
2801 Northeast 36 Street








28 W. Balfour Rd„ P.G.A. National






Garden City, NY 11530
Manzanilla, Leo A.
7101 S.W. 92 Street
Miami, FL 33156
Mapel, Jeanne
725 Live Oak Lane






Boca Raton, FL 33432
Marchock, Judith A.
1376 Vendome Place
Winter Park, FL 32789
Marchock, Lori A.
1376 Vendome Place






South Hadley, MA 01075
Marko, Kristen A.
2527 N.E. 26th Terr.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33306
Maroney, Eileen S.
1107 Barley Mill Rd.
Wilmington, DE 19807
Marrocco, Stephanie A.
7960 Indian Hill Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45243
Marshall, Kenneth E.





















610 Spring Valley Rd.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Matthews, Deborah P.
American Embassy
APO Miami, FL 34033
Matthews, Laurin K.










Park Ridge, NJ 07656
Mavrldopoulos, loannis
Box 137 Nidzyn Avenue
Remsenberg, NY 11960
Max, Frieda L.
116 Silver Spring Rd.
Short Hill, NJ 07078
May, Marshall D.
4 Horse Hollow Rd.
Locust Valley, NY 11560
Mazely, Gorson H.
T/H 17 Monteverde, Petit Valley
Trinidad, W. Indies
Mazzotta, Timothy E.






9451 N.W. 40th Street
Coral Springs, FL 33065 .
McCarthy, Johanna M.






55 East 72nd Street
New York, NY 10021
McConnell, Sharon N.






200 St. Andrews Blvd., Apt. 1503















St. Louis, MO 63105
McDonough, Mary W.
2627 Verona Tr.
Winter Park, FL 32789
McDowell, Kimberly J.
99 S.E. 3 Street


















Old Greenwich, CT 06780
McGivern, Tara E.
1 Gracie Terr.





2114 Club Lake Court









New Castle, PA 16105
McLaughlin, Brian S.






420 Indian Harbour Rd.
Vero Beach, FL 32960
McLoughlin, Karen A.
6340 N.E. 20th Terr.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
McNamara, Mark J.
410 Setter Trail
Winter Park, FL 32789
McNamara, Mary L.
1316 Pelhamdale Ave.
Pelham Manor, NY 10803
McNamara, Patrick D.
6 Old Coach Rd.
Sudbury, MA 01776
McNatt III, Henry H.






3628 W. Brittany Ct.
Mequon, Wl 53092
Meaddows, Claire E.













Winter Park, FL 32789
Mendez, Anthony J.
230 Brewer Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Mendez, Cecila M.
145 Spring Isle Tr.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32741
Menyhart, Gregory H.
1790 Bayshore Dr.
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
Menyhart, Michael A.
1790 Bayshore Dr.








164 S. Lakeside Dr.
Medford, NJ 08055
Meyer, Dana D.
301 East 78th Street

































Winter Park, FL 32789
Milner, Todd W.
521 Hermits Trail





















4404 N.E. 23 Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Montgomery, James S.
135 Morningside Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78209
Moody, Melanie R.







Harrington Park, NJ 07640
Morgan, John R.



























Sommerhill, Point Sh Pembroke
Bermuda, CT 06785
Moya, Elizabeth M.






3190 North Atlantic, Apt. 313
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
Mullan, Mariann






1805 Cutlass Cove Dr.
Vero Beach, FL 32960
Mullins, Nancy M.
750 Clayton Ave.









































224 W. Saddle River
Saddle River, NJ 07458
N
Nagy, Coleen E.
2148 Bell Cheer Dr.
Clearwater, FL 33516
Naigles, Eric A.







Colts Neck, NJ 07722
Nardi, Angela C.
1037 Linden Cir.
Western Springs, IL 60558
Narut, Thomas M.
210 Park Ave. North
Winter Park, FL 32789
Navajas, Patricia E.
Av. Reforma 15-54, 4To. Piso
Gautemala, C.A. FL 33937
Naylor, Joan M.
1106 Pelican Dr.





















455 Bedford Center Rd.
Bedford Hills, NY 10507
Nicholson, Steven L.
Exeter Rd.















450 Long Hill Rd.
Gillette, NJ 07933
O'Leary, Emily E.




Winter Park, FL 32751
O'Toole Jr., Lawrence P.
438 Rogers Ave.
West Springfield, MA 01089
Ober, Abigail L.
American Embassy, Athens,



































712 — D West Beaver
State College, PA 16801
Overall, Georianna
2451 Brickell Ave., 9-L
Miami, FL 33129
Pacht, Paul D.













1060 S. Patrick Dr.
Indialantic, FL 32903
Parker, Robin S.
R.D. 1 Box 1 Archert
New Egypt, NJ 08533
Parker, Stuart S.
1122 Washington Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Parker, Terri
3080 N.E. 49th Street
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Parsons, Corey C.
403 W. Shore Ave.
Richardson, TX 75080
Partin, John H.
Rt. 2, Box 2478
St. Cloud, FL 32769
Paschetto, Jon P.
136 Melwood Ave.
East Longmeadow, MA 01028








Newton Spuare, PA 19073
Payn, Alexis G.
Royal Bank of Canada
GPO Box 4987





























3019 East Lake Hill
Orange, CA 92667
Perritt, Victor M.














105 West 29th PI.
















Marshfield Hills, MA 02051
Piguet, Thierry G.
365 Beloit Ave.


















Cherry Hill, NJ 08003







2500 Lee Rd., Apt. 2









Winter Park, FL 32792
Porreca, Gigi F.
180 Wearimus Rd.
Ho Ho Kus, NJ 07423
Potter, Kenneth S.
Box 913 Lake of the Woods
Locust City, VA 22508
Poudrier, Lucinda M.
3269 Elizabeth St.















New Rochelle, NY 10804
Prant, Nancy E.
1011 Washington Ave.

















32 Colonial Hills Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63141
Provost, Nicole
306 Fox Squirrel Ln.
Longwood, FL 32750
Pryde, Bruce M.




New Orleans, LA 70118
Pumo, Laurie A.
55 Whitewood Dr.
Rocky Point, NY 11778
Purcell, Cynthia H.
Rollens College, Box 2622
Winter Park, FL 32789
Purple, Beverly E.





























6154 Shady Grove Ln.
Memphis, TN 38119
Ritsch, Robert W.












P.O. Box 997 c/o Mr. E.M. Radcliffe















Rocky Mount, NC 27801
Root, Michael O.
6 Mead St.





Cond. Torre De La Re, Apt. 16E








9242 N.W. 18th St.











153 N. Lake Shore Dr.
Brookfield, CT 06804
Rae, Kori
2 Sand Dune Dr.
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32069
Raffo, Susan E.
620 S. Forklanding Rd.





Day's Inn of Clermont
Route 2, P.O. Box 1
Clermont, FL 32711
Ramsey, IV, Wellington J.




New Port Richey, FL 33552
Rapp, Beth A.




Winter Park, FL 32792
Rawlings, Elizabeth S.
720 Milton Rd„ Apt.
Rye, NY 10580
Rawls, Shawn L.
Rt. 3, Box 471
Orlando, FL 32811
Ray, Carol L.
9 Timber Spring Rd.
New Fairfield, CT 06810
Raymond Jr., Jospeh J.
20 Salem Dr.
Colts Neck, NJ 07722
Read, Hope A.
11765 66th Ave. N.
Seminole, FL 33542
Reddick, Cynthia A.






3317 S.E. 22nd PI.
























Delray Beach, FL 33445
Roy, John P.
70 Audubon Blvd.
New Orleans, LA 70118
Rudolph, Terrence C.
3020 Lake Arnold PI.
Orlando, FL 32806
Ruehlemann, Ralf P.








Glen Cove, NY 11542
Russell, Ellen L.
1 Los Olas Cr.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
Russell, Karen B.
















Grosse Pointe Park. Ml 48230
Salmon, Margaret P.
104 St. Albans Fairway
Memphis, TN, 38111
Samad, Enam B.






San Filippo, Scott K.
838 Appalachee Ave.
Winter Park. FL 32792
Sanborn, Elizabeth H.




Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
Sander, Daniel D.
110 Pineapple Ln.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
Sander, Randall M.
110 Pineapple Ln.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
Sarney, David S.















2420 NE 32nd Ct.







Scheel, Jr., Donald R.
17967 Edgewood Wk.
South Bend, IN 46635
Schetfel, Laura A.
3733 Tamee Cr.







































1255 White Pine Dr.
West Palm Beach, FL 33411
Sealock, Lisa A.
530 Turtle Hatch Rd.
Naples, FL 33940
Seay, Dorothy D.
308 St. Andrews Ct.




Seeman, Jr., David B.
105 Goose Hill Rd.
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724
Seigel, Dale M.
P.O. Box 1356






Fern Park, FL 32730
Seligson, David H.
302 Robin Hill Dr.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Seene, Jean L.
212 Taylor Ave.
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
Sequeira, Vivienne P.
B P 3371, Gombe Kinshasa
Rep. of Zaire







4862 C. Alder Dr.
West Palm Beach, FL 33409
Shannon, Sarah P.
95 Salem Rd.
























50 East 89th St.
New York, NY 10028
Shorin III, Joseph E.
384 E. Shore Rd.






Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Siek, Thomas E.
15 Navarro Isle

















1135 Northeast 177 T No.







Winter Park, FL 32789
Simmons, Merrill M.
221 Doverwood Rd.
Fern Park, FL 32730
Simmons, Robin L.
2609 East Newark Way
Orlando, FL 32803




9055 North Pelham Pa.
Milwaukee, Wl 53217
Sisk, Adair D.
4044 No. Arnold Mill
Woodstock, GA 30188
Skorupski, Margaret T.
2329 9th St. N.
Naples, FL 33940
Slotkin, Michael H.
8561 S.W. 85 St.
Miami, FL 33143
Smith, Antoinette J.









711 Hummingbird Way #108













Smith III, Samuel H.
30110 Applewood Dr.

















13371 S.W. 114 Ln.
Miami, FL 33186
Sokol, Andrew J.











Winter Park, FL 32789
Southwick, William G.
2 Rebel Road
Shelter Island, NY 11964
Spalding, Lisa J.
681 Dunraven Dr.





339 Ponte Vedra Blvd. Ponte





4784 Old Dominion Dr.
Arlington, VA 22207
Squires, Temesia G.
3912 N. Hampton Way
Tampa, FL 33612
Stadlbaur, Alain M.
146, Ave. Wellington Brussels
Belgium 1180
Stadlbaur, Clint P.
P.O. Box 331 c/o JA
Okahumpka, FL 32762
Staffeld, Erica M.
8372 Iris Ave. Nor.
Seminole, FL 33543
Staiger, Sarah J.
9220 S.W. 76th Terr.
Miami, FL 33173
Stake, Gregory N.







West Hartford, CT 06107
Stanton II, Philip E.
130 Rockwood Way East
























Winter Haven, FL 33880
Stone, Ruth R.
401 Northwest 17 Pla.






Altamonte Springs, FL 32701








West Hartford, CT 06107
Strickland, Theodore J.
1595 N.E. 175 St.








121 El Bravo Way
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Sullivan, Edward B.
102 Old Carriage Rd.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Sullivan, Kathleen
1220 Cocoanut Rd.





















Winter Park, FL 32789
Swartz, Christopher J.







New York, N.Y. 09019
T
Tabor, Susan E.













Boca Raton, FL 33432
Tanco, Marina




Dade City. FL 33525
Tasman, James B.
550 E. Gravers Ln.
Philadelphia, PA 19118
Tate, Rebecca D.









2811 N.E 41st St.
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064
Teets, Amy L.
R.D. 1, 13 Ridon Dr.
Hockessin, DE 19707
Tehrani, David L.
Rt. 1, Box 844






























Winter Park, FL 32789
Timmerman, Christopher R.
Box 605 Pierstown Rd.
Cooperstown, NY 13326
Tomor, Veronica L.









101 Fox Valley Dr.
Longwood, FL 32750
Tulin, Roslyn J.
801 No. Northlake Dr.
Hollywood, FL 33019
Turberg, James K.




Atlantic Beach, NY 11509
Turner, Charlene G.
1 Dearborn Rd.
W. Nyack, NY 10994
Twyman, Julie A.












St. Louis, MO 63129
Unger, Angele L.
2170 N. Riverside Dr.
Indialantic. FL 32903
V














Van Der Lee, Jr., H.C.
900 S. Trotters Dr.
Maitland, FL 32751
Van Duzen, Jacqueline M.
Ford Brasil CP. 5064 Sao Paulo,
C.E.P. 09720 (R. Ramos FL 33531)
Brazil







8 Coffee Run, Westmi
Wilmington, DE 19808
Vernon, Paul T.
2 East Stewart Rd.
Columbia, MO 65201






















18 Bay Walk, Box 405
West Gilgo, NY 11702
Vu, Han M.
5620 Hollow Oak Rd.
Orlando, FL 32808
Vu, Hoa M.











Winter Park, FL 32792
Walker, Anne S.
1748 N.W. 82nd Ave.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Walker, Robert L.
3315 Fort Charles Dr.
Naples, FL 33940










1000 Lake of the Wood, Apt. H-205
Fern Park, FL 32730
Walsh, Robert F.
847 E, 5th St.
So. Boston, MA 02127
Waltke, Taryn C.
53 Daryl Lane



















Winter Haven, FL 33880
Watase, Keiichi







9182 Bay Hill Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32811
Watterson, Robert T.
1956 Old Hickory Blvd.
Brentwood, TN 37027
Wawrzaszek, Leanne M.
80 Moree Loop #5












Orange Park, FL 32073
Weihrauch, Sabrina









530 So. Ocean Blvd.


























447 E. 57th St.









Columbua City, IN 46725
Whitney, Anita C.
1450 Palmer Ave.





240 South Short St.
Lake Mary, FL 32746
Wlesenhahn, David R.


















270 St. David Dr.
Mt, Laurel, NJ 08054
Williams, Scott E.
360 Briarly Dr.
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Williams, Susan M.
1800 Via Palermo




Williams III, Oscar D.
100 Maple Ave.
Red Bank, NJ 07701
Williams Jr., Theodore S.
100 Maple Ave.














Winter Park, FL 32792
Wilson, Darra J.
2411 S.W. 27th Ave.











43 W. Lake St.
Skaneateles, NY 13152
Wirth III, Edward D.
1114 Cheetah Trail












West Hartford, CT 06117
Wolfson, Robert E.
12710 Maple Rd.
No. Miami, FL 33181
Wood, Elizabeth L.




Mount Dora, FL 32757
Wood, William A.



























Route 6, Box 325
















212 Loch Low Dr.
Sanford, FL 32771













175 E. Delaware PI.
Chicago, IL 60611
Zeegers, Yvonne






















2570 Del Lago Dr.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316
Zulli, Deneen M.
18507 Putters PI.
Lutz, FL 33549
Zupan, Richard A.
37 Knight Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
304
I

OLUNS
OLLINS
LUNSi

